
Power unique digital health 
models

New use cases for virtual care extend from traditional operations, to niche services in wellness, mental health, 
chronic conditions, palliative care, COVID-19 consultations, femtech, and many more. The challenge lies in 
finding customized solutions to meet this variety of applications.

Launch your own fully branded digital health platform quickly at a fraction of 
the cost with advanced technology adaptable to any use case

A well-designed solution with custom 
features and workflows can deliver 
organization-wide benefits beyond just 
telehealth.

Provide personalized care

Eliminate multitude of tools

Get organizational insight

Efficiently coordinate teams

Save time and effort

Healthcare innovators have the opportunity now to 
deliver a consistent care experience to all user types 
with a configurable solution that can:

The opportunity for digital 
health innovators

Offer a fully branded patient experience

Accommodate the exact organizational workflows

Adapt to changing requirements and roles

Deploy quickly and integrate with existing systems



Degrees of customization

Fully branded web and mobile apps 
(iOS and Android marketplaces).

Multi-platform

Cloud-based infrastructure set up, 
maintained and scaled by Healee.

Dedicated infrastructure

All-in-one GDPR and HIPAA-compliant 
video, messaging, data sharing, payments.

Integrated toolset

Working integrations with top in-patient EHR, 
e-prescribing, billing, and more.

Interoperable

Healee is highly configurable digital health technology for telehealth, digital check-in and scheduling, with all the 
latest tools such as multi-party video conferencing, AI, remote patient monitoring (RPM) capabilities, queue 
management, referral, payments, and much more.

What is Healee

Healee’s deep white label configurability gives you maximum freedom to adapt any part of the solution, with as 
much or as little customization as you need. 

Making it your own

Adopt 
core 

platform

Configure 
workflows

Modify 
features

Build new
features

Brand & 
personalize

Enable/
disable 

features

Minimal Deep

A Healee-based deep white label platform allows creating a fully-branded patient experience, 
enabling all organizational workflows and adapting features to any use case.

Custom branded design and URLs



The Healee core platform is a collection of configurable building blocks for any use case in virtual care.

Select from hundreds of features

Healee’s core features can be organized any way you need around unique patient journeys and processes - 
rearrange existing orders, add steps, or set up custom rules and triggers.

Enable your workflows

Date and time1 Call details2 Your details3

Follow-ups4 Review and pay5

Increase continuity of care 
with multi-channel 
communication, team 
coordination and time-saving 
tools.

Telehealth

Improve patient engagement 
with efficient appointment 
booking and 
patient-generated health data.

Scheduling & patient data

Achieve operational 
efficiencies with custom forms, 
queue management and AI 
assistance.

Digital check-in

Set up accounts, scheduling, payments 
and service parameters.

Administrative 

Arrange how you accept patients, 
organize care and referrals.

Care

Create questionnaires, rules and 
triggers to monitor chronic conditions.

Protocols

Manage provider profiles and 
patient charts, get insight into 
the organization with BI and 
reporting tools.

Lite EHR



Healee is partnering with leading healthcare providers, a variety of digital health companies, insurance, big 
pharma, and other organizations interested in enabling unique digital health models. For next steps, or to 
schedule a demo, visit www.healee.com

Choosing Healee's configurable technology helps save time, reduce cost and risk and stay competitive for 
the future.

Return on investment

Next steps

No development resources
No multiple solutions
Reduced maintenance

Reduced cost
Deep white label

Ready infrastructure
Out-of-the-box feature set
Quick setup and streamlined 
onboarding

Fast time to market
Minimized troubleshooting
Proven customer UX
Regulatory compliance

Reduced risk

Scalable server resources
Security and interoperability
Extendable features

Future-proof


